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Introduction 
Compared with Chinese translations of Buddhist texts—in which the characteristics of famous translators, such as 
Xuanzang and Zhendi, are becoming clearer—there seems to be less focus on the characteristics of translated Tibetan 
texts. In reality, the translated literature does not have a one-to-one correspondence with the source texts; rather, they 
often reflect the characteristics or quirks of the translators1. Therefore, if we want to fully understand Indian author’s 
original intentions as accurately as possible through translations, we cannot simply replace or transliterate one language 
with another in the name of a “translation study.” To improve our understanding, it is necessary to also consider the 
characteristics of the translated Tibetan texts. For example, if there is no corresponding Sanskrit text, one should compare 
it with a translation that was done by the same translator and that has a corresponding Sanskrit text. Based on the 
characteristics of the translation, one can then address and understand that text. However, this is an idealistic theory, and 
we have not been able to accomplish this in practice. Nevertheless, we must be aware of such issues and collect examples 
where possible. 
Translated Tibetan texts are also sometimes revised after the original translation. It would be interesting to investigate 
how much the revision changes the original translation. However, it is usually impossible to determine the differences 
between the original and the revised versions, because the originals (before revision) are usually not available. It does, 
however, seem to be possible to do so with the Tibetan translation of the Abhidharmasamuccayavyākhyā (ASVy), on 
which Nyi ma rgyal mtshan dpal bzang po (hereafter Nyi ma) revised the original translation by the famous translator 
Ye shes sde. This study therefore, examines passages of ASVy for comparison with related texts and clarifies 
characteristics of Nyi ma’s Tibetan revision. In so doing, I will unravel the way the Tibetan reviser adapted the preceding 
translations, which was not known, unlike the case of Chinese translations. 
1. Tibetan translation of AS, ASBh, and ASVy 
The bibliographical information of the related texts, mainly according to the Tohoku catalog, are as follows: 
 
AS: Abhidharmasamuccaya. Taisho no. 1605, A. Asaṅga, T. Jinamitra, Śīlendrabodhi, Ye shes sde. D no. 4049, P no. 
5550. 
ASBh: Abhidharmasamuccayabhāṣya. A. Rgyal ba’i sras (最勝子 Zuishengzi), T. Jinamitra, Śīlendrabodhi, Ye shes sde. 
D no. 4053, P no. 5554. 
ASVy: Abhidharmasamuccayavyākhyā. Taisho no. 1606, A. Rgyal ba’i sras (最勝子 Zuishengzi；漢 Han：師子覚 
Shizijue；安慧 糅 Anhui rou), T. Jinamitra, Ye shes sde. R. Nyi ma rgyal mtshan D, Nyi ma rgyal mtshan dpal bzang 
po. P. D no. 4054, P no. 5555. 
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With regard to the Sanskrit edition of the related texts, we have Gokhale (1947) for AS (Pradhan [1950] sometimes 
includes proper reading) and Tatia (1976) for ASBh. Moreover, Li Xuezhu found the Sanskrit manuscript of the ASVy 
and continued publishing a diplomatic edition based on that (the parts related to this article are mainly included in the 
work of Li [2015]. Based on this, the Abhidharmasamuccaya Study Group (hereafter ASG) is creating an annotated 
Japanese translation of the relevant texts.). However, our focus in this article is on the Tibetan translations.  
First, it should be noted that the ASVy is composed of AS and ASBh (AS + ASBh = ASVy). There are, of course, 
several dissimilarities that have already been noted by previous studies2; however, these dissimilarities are becoming 
clearer due to the discovery of the Sanskrit original of ASVy. While reading Hundred Dharmas along with Chinese 
volunteers3, I had the impression that the Tibetan language used in ASVy is not a translation style, but a native Tibetan 
style of writing, compared with AS and ASBh 4 . These circumstances are described in the above bibliographic 
information. In the above, A stands for Author and T stands for Translator, while R indicates Reviser, which means that 
only ASVy has been in a Tibetan reviewer’s hands. Our focus on ASVy is due to this revision. As a note, it seems that 
some of these revisions were made at the time of translation, while others were made several hundred years later5. 
According to the work’s colophon, it seems to be the latter. The translations of AS, ASBh, and ASVy were generally 
made by the same group and according to the colophon, the key figure would have been Ye shes sde (late 8th/early 9th 
century), as he is described as the zhu chen gyi lo tsā ba (chief editor and translator). However, Nyi ma must be the same 
as lo tsa ba Nyi ma rgyal mtshan who is mentioned in Blue Annals, I. 102, the teacher of Bu ston Rin chen grub (1290–
1364); thus, he can be dated to 1225–1305. According to the index of Otani catalog, 187, he is credited as the translator 
of 33 texts. He seems to have also collaborated with Jetakarṇa6. It therefore follows that the text was revised several 
centuries after the original translation.  
For the purposes of this study, we call ASVy before revision or correction (ante correctionen)—which is not existent—
ASVy(a.c.) and after revision or correction (post correctionen)—which is available for us—ASVy(p.c.). In this case, as 
the three texts were translated by Ye shes sde and we can generally say AS + ASBh = ASVy(a.c.), a comparison of AS 
cum ASBh and ASVy(p.c.) may indicate the extent of the revisions made by Nyi ma. 
However, the situation is not as simple. First, it is possible that the Sanskrit version of ASVy that Nyi ma studied was 
not the same as the one used for Ye shes sde’s translation at the time of its translation, and that it may have been revised 
significantly. If so, the differences would be easy to detect. What is troubling is that Ye shes sde’s translation is not 
consistent. In other words, the possibility of the same translator changing his translation according to his age and 
experience cannot be ruled out. In that case, the above methodology becomes untenable, as it is impossible to distinguish 
between revisions by Nyi ma and changes in translation by Ye shes sde himself.  
However, the situation does not seem to be so unpromising. As ASBh is a commentary, the text of AS is often included 
or quoted in it. Therefore, a comparison of the AS text in the ASBh with the AS itself will reveal whether there are 
differences between the two. If there are no differences, the translation is consistent in both AS and ASBh (neither of 
which have undergone any revision). Moreover, at least where the sections discussed in this paper are concerned, the 
translations of AS and ASBh seem to be consistent. If this is the case, it is reasonable to infer that the translation of 
ASVy(a.c.) was similar, although it could be wishful thinking, as it was done by the same group of people. Thus, by 
comparing the differences between AS, ASBh, and ASVy(p.c.), we can determine the extent of the revisions made by 
Nyi ma. We should, of course, be cautious in making this judgment. It should also be noted that, as is commonly 
understood in philology, the current text is not the same as those written or translated by the author or translator. It should 
further be noted that in the case of translated Tibetan text, we have only editions such as D[erge] or P[eking]. There is 
no need to fall into agnosticism either; with a healthy dose of skepticism, we should at least pay attention to the different 
readings of D and P. Abstracts aside, first, let us consider the ASVy colophon, in which Nyi ma himself explains how he 
came to the revision. 
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2. Colophon of ASVy 
The AS contains a detailed colophon, followed by verses of transferring merit. It is somewhat difficult to understand, 
but it is as follows: 
 
ASVy, D293a3-7, P362a1-8: rtsa ’grel ’di gnyis sngon gyi chos skyong ba’i mi’i dbang phyug rnams kyi bka’ drin 
las/ lo paṇ ches cher mkhas pa rnams kyis legs par bsgyur te gtan la phab mod kyi/ ’on kyang rgya gar gyi dpe 
la ’grel ba’i nang na rtsa ba’i tshig yongs su rdzogs par yod pa dang/ (1) skabs la lar ’grel pa chad pa dang/ (2) 
de ltar dris lan dang mtshams sbyor gyi tshig chad pa dang/ (3) ’grel (’grel] D; ’gril P) pa’i tshig gong ’og ha cang 
bsnur (bsnur] D; bsgyur P) ches (ches] P; ces D) par bsgyur ba dang/ (4) ’grel (’grel] D; ’gril P) pa’i tshig ji lta 
ba ma yin par don tsam bsdus te bsgyur ba dang/ (5) mdor bstan dang/ rgyas bshad mi mtshungs par bsgyur ba 
dang/ (6) rang bzor bsdu ba’i (bsdu ba’i] D; bsdus pa’i P) tshigs bcad byas pa la sogs pa’i skyon ’ga’ zhig mthong 
ste/ slar yang rgya gar gyi dpe dang mthun par mang du thos pa’i lo tsā ba shā kya’i dge slong nyi ma rgyal mtshan 
dpal bzang pos gtsug lag khang chen po dpal thar pa gling du cung zad dag par bcos pa’o// 
rnam dpyod blo yi bag chags mi chung zhing//  
tshe ’dir nan tan snying por byas pa yis// 
gsung rab ’grel bshad kun la blo byang zhing// 
lung ston sgra yi gtsug lag rab shes nas// 
chos mngon ma mo’i sde snod yang bsgyur las// 
skyes pa’i dge bas rgya (rgya] P; rgyal D) mtsho’i gos steng ’dir// 
nyi ma ltar gsal grags pa’i rgyal mtshan mchog// 
blo gsal dpal ldan blo yi dbang po rnams// 
bzang por byas nas thub dbang nyi ma yi// 
go ’phang mchog la skye dgu gnas par shog// //  
 
These two [texts], namely, the root [text] (*mūla [AS]) and the commentary (ASBh7) were appropriately translated and 
corrected by extremely competent Tibetan translators (lo) and Indian scholars (paṇ), by the grace of the former kings 
who protect the Dharma. However, in the Indian text, the entire root [text] (AS) is contained in the commentary (ASVy) 
in its entirety, and [by a comparison between this included text and the commentary (ASVy)] some mistakes are perceived 
(mthong): (1) in some places, the commentary (ASBh?) is missing; (2) question-answer words and connection words8 
are missing; (3) the commentary (ASBh?) is translated [in a manner] in which the order of the words before and after 
has changed extremely9; (4) just (only, tsam) the meaning of the words are translated after having been abbreviated, 
[which means that the translated text is] not exactly the same as the original commentary10; (5) indication (*uddeśa) and 
[its] detailed explanation (*nirdeśa) are dissimilarly translated11; and (6) [the translator] fabricated the summary verse 
(*saṃgrahaśloka). [Therefore,] it was revised once again to conform to the Indian book by Nyi ma rgyal mtshan dpal 
bzang po, the erudite translator and Buddhist monk at the auspicious Thar pa gling Monastery. 
The traces of [my] discerning intellect are not less12, 
By earnestly making [that intellect] firm in this life, 
The intellect with regard to the entire scriptures and treatises was purified, 
After having well known the texts of grammar13, 
By the virtue that has arisen from the translation also of Abhidharma, that is the mātṛkā basket (piṭaka),  
[I, Nyi ma rgyal mtshan dpal bzang po] who shines in this world (lit. the cloth of ocean) like the sun (nyi ma),  
Who [has] the well-known best banner of victory (rgyal mtshan)14, who has the auspicious (dpal) bright intellect,  
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After having made the faculty of intellect good (bzang po)15, [did this revision]. 
May sentient beings abide in the highest place (nirvāṇa) of the lord of sage (*muni) (Buddha), who is like the 
sun! 
 
In short, Nyi ma seems to be dissatisfied with the old translation done mainly by Ye shes sde and revised it while also 
consulting the Sanskrit. Then, how did he revise previous translations? In this study, we aim to examine it. 
3. Revision of ASVy by Nyi ma 
In this section, I will consider the definition of the term saṃjñā in AS and in related texts and investigate the revision by 
Nyi ma. 
 
AS(in ASVy. Li 2015: 279, ASG(1): 68): kiṃlakṣaṇā saṃjñā | saṃjānanālakṣaṇā | yadrūpeṇa nimittagrāheṇa* 
citrīkāreṇa yathādṛṣṭaśrutamatavijñātān arthān anuvyavaharati ||  
*: Li 2015: grā-, ASG: gra- 
What characteristic does representation have? It has the characteristic of knowing well. By way of understanding 
the signs or picturing that has that (yad = saṃjñā) form16, one expresses the objects that are seen, heard, thought, 
and understood. 
Cf. 想蘊何相。搆了相是想相。謂由想故、搆畫種種、諸法像類、隨所見聞覺知之義起諸言説。(大乗阿毘
達磨集論, Taisho no.1605, vol.31, 663b5-7) 
 
ASBh and ASBh in ASVy(Tatia 1976: 2.16-18, Li ibid., ASG(1): 69): dṛṣṭaśrutamatavijñātān arthān iti, dṛṣṭaṃ 
yac cakṣuṣānubhūtam, śrutaṃ yac chrotreṇānubhūtam, mataṃ yat svayam abhyūhitam - evaṃ caivaṃ ca 
bhavitavyam iti, vijñātaṃ yat pratyātmam anubhūtam*/ vyavaharatīty** abhilāpaiḥ prāpa[ya]tīty arthaḥ// 
* This is -bhūtaṃ in ASVy and -bhūtam iti in ASBh. Although ASG adopts the ASBh representation, iti is 
unnecessary here and ASVy should be adopted. 
** This is anu- in ASVy. 
“The objects (contents, arthas) that are seen, heard, thought, and understood”. “Seen” signifies what is experienced 
by eye. “Heard” is what is experienced by ear. “Thought” is what is inferred by oneself. Namely, “it should be thus 
and thus.” “Recognized” is what is experienced individually. “Express” means that it causes one to understand 
through expressions/words. 
 
The AS manuscript—and therefore Gokhale’s edition—does not contain this part and in this case, the Sanskrit text of 
AS is first obtained by ASVy. It should be noted that kiṃlakṣaṇā is a Bahuvrīhi compound, meaning “having what 
characteristic.” However, its Tibetan form—“du shes kyi mtshan nyid ci zhe na”—seems to suggest that there is a 
Genitive Tatpuruṣa compound. Previous translations express it as “what is the characteristic of representation?” This, 
however, turned out to be wrong17. The lesson to be learned from this is that even when some words in Tibetan seem to 
suggest a Genitive Tatpuruṣa compound, one should always consider the possibility of it being Bahuvrīhi, especially 
when it is Genitive plus mtshan nyid or Genitive plus bdag nyid.  
Considering ASBh, there are no substantial differences between the ASBh text in ASVy and ASBh itself. However, 
our focus is Tibetan translations. The locations of the texts are: AS, D45b2-3, P52a6-8; ASBh, D3a1-3, P3b2-4; ASVy, 
D120b1-3, P147ab-b1. For this study, we divide AS into two parts and ASVy into three parts. 
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AS(1): (a) ’du shes kyi mtshan nyid ci zhe na/ (b) ’dus te shes par byed pa’i mtshan nyid de/  
ASVy(1)(=AS(1)): (a) ’du shes (shes] D; shes rnams P) kyi mtshan nyid rnams gang</> (b) rab tu shes pas mtshan 
nyid de/  
 
(a. 1) As noted in fn. 42 of ASG(1), ASVy contains rnams, which should be deleted. If this is a translational or revisional 
error, rather than a transmissional error, the revisor must have misunderstood feminine singular -ā as plural. Before that, 
we also observe variants of D(’du shes) and P(’du shes rnams), which must be either revisions made by Nyi ma, or 
insertions made by the editor of P. In case of the former, it is the editor of D that rightly deleted rnams. In case of the 
latter, however, the editor of P wrongly inserted rnams to conform with the later plural (rnams). If so, one cannot discern 
whether some reading is ascribed to the revisor himself (Nyi ma) or to the editor of a later time (P or D). 
(a. 2) Another characteristic of ASVy is that in its text, zhe na is often deleted in such phrases as gang zhe na, ci zhe na. 
In this case, Nyi ma emended ci zhe na to gang. 
(b) Next, we consider that ’dus te is the translation of the prefix sam-, which is also listed in the Mahāvyutpatti (Mvy) 
(this word exactly is recorded in Mvy, no. 7566: “dus te shes par byed pa’i mtshan nyid: saṃjñānanālakṣaṇam18.” It 
also appears in Mvy, no. 7548: “dus te reg pa, saṃsparśa”). However, Nyi ma, strangely, amended it to rab tu shes pas 
mtshan nyid. First, rab tu is more natural as a translation of pra-. Second, the Instrumental pas is inappropriate; to show 
the Karmadhāraya compound., it should be pa’i instead of pas.  
 
AS(2): (a) mtshan mar ’dzin pa dang/ bkra bar ’dzin pa’i ngo bo gang gis ji (ji] D; ci P) ltar mthong ba dang/ thos 
pa dang/ (b) bye brag phyed pa dang/ rnam par shes pa’i don rnams la tha snyad ’dogs pa’o// 
ASVy(2)(=AS(2)): (a) mtshan mar ’dzin pa’am/ bkra bar byed pa’i ngo bos gang ji ltar mthong ba dang/ thos pa 
dang/ (b) zhen pa dang/ rnam par shes pa’i don rnams kyi tha snyad do//  
 
(a. 1) In the example above, bkra bar ’dzin pa is changed to bkra bar byed pa in ASVy. Although this seems to be a 
minor change, it is bkra bar ’dzin pa, and not bkra bar byed pa, that is listed in Mvy as the translation of citrīkāra (no. 
7563: citrīkāraḥ, mtshan mar ’dzin pa dang ’dom na bkra bar ’dzin pa). Therefore, this emendation is odd for those who 
are accustomed to Mvy. 
(a. 2.) Here, we find a significant difference. Nyi ma seems to have understood yadrūpeṇa as two separate words—yad 
rūpeṇa—instead of a compound. He then construed this yad with the later term yathā- (by the form (rūpeṇa), namely, 
by grasping the sign (nimittagrāheṇa) or by picturing (citrīkāreṇa), [one expresses] that which is (yad) as was seen 
(yathādṛṣṭa-)...), which is grammatically impossible. This suggests two concerns: Nyi ma revised the previous translation 
(ASVy[a.c.]) by consulting the Sanskrit by himself, and his Sanskrit was not so good. 
(b) Mata is translated as bye brag phyed pa in AS and later in ASBh, whereas in ASVy, it is translated as or changed to 
zhen pa. Thus, it follows that the text was revised by Nyi ma. Bye brag phyed pa is a translation of mata, as listed in 
Mvy (no. 2882: bye brag phyed pa ’am rtogs pa). Nyi ma seems to have not been satisfied and emended it to zhen pa. 
However, zhen pa seems to rather have the connotation of “addicted” or “attached,” which does not fit within this context. 
 
ASBh: (a) mthong ba dang thos pa dang bye brag phyed pa dang rnam par shes pa’i don rnams la zhes bya ba la/ 
mthong ba ni gang mig gis myong ba’o// thos pa ni gang rna bas myong ba’o// (b) bye brag phyed pa ni gang ’di 
dang ’di lta bur ’gyur ro zhes bya ba (ro zhes bya ba] D; ro// zhes bya ba ’di P) ni bdag nyid kyis mngon par brtags 
pa’o// rnam par shes pa ni gang so so rang gis myong ba’o// (c) tha snyad ’dogs pa zhes bya ba ni/ mngon par 
brjod pa rnams kyis go bar byed ces bya ba’i tha tshig go//  
ASVy(3)(=ASBh): (a) mthong ba dang/ thos pa dang/ zhen pa dang/ rnam par shes pa’i don rnams la zhes bya ba 
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la mthong ba (ba] P; ba la D) ni gang mig gis myong ba’o// thos pa ni gang rna bas (bas] D; ba’i P) myong ba’o// 
(b) zhen pa (ba’o// zhen pa] P; ba’o zhes pa D) ni gang ’di lta bu dang ’di lta bur ’gyur ro zhes bdag nyid kyis 
mngon par rtogs pa’o// rnam par shes pa ni gang so so rang gis (gis] D; gi P) myong ba’o// (c) tha snyad ’dogs pa 
zhes bya ba ni mngon par brjod pa rnams kyis go bar byed ces bya ba’i don to// 
 
(a) This part is the most important part in this article. In the parts I have underlined, ASBh is citing AS to comment on. 
We can therefore obtain text as follows: 1. AS, 2. AS in ASBh, 3. AS in ASVy, and 4. ASBh in ASVy. Moreover, in the 
wavy underlined part, there is an interesting discrepancy in the translation of arthān (anu)vyavaharati. 
 
AS:  don rnams la tha snyad ’dogs pa’o 
AS in ASBh:  don rnams la ... tha snyad ’dogs pa 
AS in ASVy:  don rnams kyi tha snyad do 
ASBh in ASVy*: don rnams la ... tha snyad ’dogs pa 
* substantially AS to be commented on by ASBh 
 
The AS text and the AS text in ASBh are the same, as can be expected, because they were both translated by Ye shes sde. 
However, there is a discrepancy in the ASVy itself. One converges with AS and with the AS text in ASBh, whereas the 
other is unique to ASBh in ASVy. One can argue that Ye shes sde changed his translation in the same paragraph in ASVy. 
This is, however, unlikely, because these parts are placed very close together in ASVy. Thus, the most probable scenario 
is that Ye shes sde translated the three texts in the same way (AS, ASBh, and ASVy[a.c.]). Nyi ma, however, revised the 
corresponding part in AS but failed to do so in the ASBh corresponding part in ASVy(p.c.). This is probably because it 
is in the root text and it is divided in two parts, because of the manner of commentary in ASBh (the ellipses above [“...”] 
shows that this is not in a sequence). In other words, don rnams la ... tha snyad ’dogs pa is the text in ASVy(a.c.), which 
Nyi ma failed to emend. This part therefore suggests that by comparing AS and ASBh with ASVy(p.c.), we can 
understand how much Nyi ma revised the ASVy(a.c.) = AS + ASBh. 
 
don rnams la tha snyad ’dogs pa: AS, ASBh, ASVy(a.c.) > don rnams kyi tha snyad do: ASVy(p.c.)  
 
(b) Zhes bya ba ni in ASBh is problematic as a translation of iti here, as it appears to be a mark of citation. In fact, in this 
context, iti refers to the content of yat svayam abhyūhitam, not the iti as a citation marker. Thus, Nyi ma’s revision in 
ASVy that emends zhes bya ba ni to zhes is appropriate in this case. Ye shes sde’s translation in ASBh appears to be a 
translation of *mataṃ yat svayam abhyūhitam iti evaṃ caivaṃ ca bhavitavyam. 
(c) Although this is a minor issue, ity arthaḥ is translated as ces bya ba’i tha tshig go in ASBh, while it is translated as 
ces bya ba’i don to in ASVy. Although the former is a fixed translation, the latter may be a more literal translation of 
Sanskrit; Nyi ma seems to like this kind of attitude, as we will see in the next section. 
4. Nyi ma revised ASVy by consulting Sanskrit  
There are various types and methods of revision. For example, when a teacher revises a translation of a foreign language 
done by a student, the teacher may look only at the translation, or they may revise it by comparing the original text in 
the foreign language with the student’s translation. The following examination of the translation of upādāya reveals that 
the latter method was used for ASVy. As Nyi ma testifies in the colophon (section 2), the revision was done while 
considering the Sanskrit. 
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ASBh(Skt, in definition of smṛti, see Hundred Dharmas, 47-48, Cf. Li 2016: 220, ASG(2), 68):  
(citta)avikṣepatām* upādāya 
*: citta- exists in ASBh and Chinese (Taisho vol. 31, 697b13), lacks in Tibetan and ASVy. 
ASBh, D5a4, P6a5: rnam par g-yeng ba med pa’i phyir ro// 
ASVy, D125a5, P152b7: rnam par g-yeng ba med pa nye bar skye ba’i phyir ro// 
 
AS(Skt, in definition of ālayavijñāna, see Hundred Dharmas, 19-20, Li 2017: 235) 
tadvāsanācitatām upādāya 
AS, D53a6, P61b3: de dag gi bag chags bsags pa’i phyir ro// 
ASVy, D134a1, P162b8: de rnams kyi bag chags bsags pa nye bar len pa’i phyir ro//  
 
AS(Skt, in definition of tathatā, see Hundred Dharmas, 298-300, Li 2018: 301): ananyathībhāvatām upādāya 
AS, D54a2, P62b2: gzhan du mi ’gyur ba nyid kyi (ba nyid kyi] D; ba’i P) phyir ro// 
ASVy, D136b4, P166a2-3: gzhan du mi ’gyur ba’i dngos po nye bar len pa’i phyir ro// 
 
Although there are other occurrences of this word, we refer to the three examples above. We posit that AS and ASBh 
unanimously translate upādāya as (’i) phyir ro, in accordance with its meaning (BHSD, s.v., upādāya: [1] on the basis 
of, with preceding acc: [a] in view of, in consideration of, on the ground of, because of). Mvy also translates this 
appropriately as phyir (no. 5158: anukampām upādāya, thugs brtse ba’i slad du ’am snying brtse ba’i phyir). However, 
ASVy—and therefore Nyi ma—changed it to nye bar len pa’i phyir ro or nye bar skye ba’i phyir ro. This revision is 
incorrect. It also confirms that Nyi ma emended the text this way by consulting the Sanskrit, because they appear to be 
clumsy translations of Sanskrit upa(nye bar)-ādāya19. Moreover, the most reasonable deduction regarding the procedure 
must be: Nyi ma consulted ’i phyir ro in a previous translation. He thought that it was not the literal translation of 
upādāya, and added nye bar skye ba or nye bar len pa to create the current form. Ironically, by so doing, he has shown 
his inadequate knowledge of Sanskrit. The unique addition of dngos po in ASVy, which corresponds to bhāva(tā), also 
confirms this point (in this case, there is a variant in D (ba nyid kyi) and P (ba’i). Considering -tā (nyid) in Sanskrit, we 
can assume that Ye shes sde translated as in D, whereas P deviates from the original to some degree). 
Concluding remarks 
I believe that, to some extent, this study reveals the characteristics of Nyi ma’s revisions in ASVy. The findings of this 
paper can be summarized as follows: 
・Examination of the translation of arthān (anu)vyavaharati suggests that AS, ASBh, and ASVy(a.c.) were translated in 
the same way. This also suggests that by comparing ASVy(p.c.) with AS and ASBh, we can estimate the revisions made 
by Nyi ma. 
・Nyi ma seems to have made his revisions with reference to Sanskrit. This is evident in the translation of the word 
upādāya. 
・While the revisions are sometimes appropriate, Nyi ma’s understanding of Sanskrit seems to be limited and his 
revisions are often inappropriate. 
・AS and ASBh’s translation conforms with those of Mvy; this is expected, considering the relationship between Ye 
shes sde and Mvy. However, Nyi ma seems to reject those words found in Mvy, as we can see by the figure below: 
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 AS ASBh ASVy Mvy 
saṃjānanā ’dus te shes par byed 
pa 
φ rab tu shes pa ’dus te shes par byed pa (no. 
7566) 
citrīkāra bkra bar ’dzin pa φ bkra bar byed pa bkra bar ’dzin pa (no. 7563) 
mata bye brag phyed pa bye brag phyed pa zhen pa bye brag phyed pa (no. 2882) 
ity arthaḥ φ ces bya ba’i tha 
tshig go 
ces bya ba’i don to  
upādāya (’i) phyir ro (’i) phyir ro nye bar skye ba’i 
phyir ro/ nye bar 
len pa’i phyir ro 
(’i) phyir (no. 5158) 
figure: Variants in translations 
 
Lastly, one can infer, based on Nyi ma’s defiance of Mvy, that he found the words in Mvy to be old-fashioned, having 
been alive more than four hundred years after the composition of Mvy.  
I was able to reveal how revisions were done in Tibetan translation. This study will serve to some extent as the study 
of ASVy as well. Although the Sanskrit ASVy was found, it will not undermine the value of the Tibetan translation 
because in some cases one has to amend the Sanskrit of ASVy based on other sources including Tibetan translation. 
However, Tibetan translations are also not adopted at face value. I hope I was able to show the caveats of dealing with 
Tibetan translation of ASVy for the better understanding of the original ASVy. 
At any rate, translated works are very interesting in their own right. 
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Notes 
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2. See Pradhan, 1950; Hakamaya, 2008 [1972]. 
3. Buddhist Resource and Research Center, Zhejiang University. 
4. For example, btags yod for btags pa’i yod pa (ASBh, 7.13; Hundred Dharmas, 110: krodhādayaḥ prajñaptisanto 
veditavyāḥ; ASBh, D6b7: khro ba la sogs pa ni btags pa’i yod par rig par bya’o//; ASVy, D128b3: khro ba la sogs pa 
ni btags yod du rig par bya ste/). 
5. Tohoku catalog, 2. 
6. Vergiani, 2017, 118. 
7. It is not clear whether ’grel here refers to ASBh or ASVy or both (in fact, AS, ASBh, and ASVy were translated by 
“previous translators”). In the next sentence, it is stated that the root text (AS) is completely found in ’grel. Therefore, 
it is clear that ’grel refers to ASVy in this context (it cannot refer to ASBh). However, it is odd that ASBh is not 
mentioned here. If one takes ’grel to refer to ASBh, the content of the following sentences will be as follows: although 
AS and ASBh were translated by great scholars, Nyi ma consulted the Sanskrit translation of ASVy which includes 
both texts. He then noticed some mistakes in previous translations and decided to revise ASVy. Still, it is odd that he 
did not revise AS and ASBh. However, as we can roughly say that AS + ASBh = ASVy, by revising ASVy, he may have 
intended to revise AS and ASBh substantially.  
  Alternatively, does this ’grel refer to both ASBh and ASVy? Note that the Tibetan translation here does not read 
“two commentaries.” Moreover, [AS]Bh is rendered as bshad pa and [AS]Vy as rnam par bshad pa, neither of which 
helps, because neither is called ’grel. 
8. Unclear. Dris lan dang mtshams sbyor gyi tshig literally means “the word of question-answer and connection.” For 
mtshams sbyor, we have several similar underlying words in Sanskrit such as anusaṃdhi or saṃdhi. 
9. The Sanskrit text is translated by changing its word order. For example, when there are words A, B, C in Sanskrit 
constituting one sentence, they are translated as C, A, B in Tibetan. However, this is not an error. Because of the 
difference in the structure of the languages, word order can be and should be differently translated. In the below 
example, it is ASVy revised by Nyi ma that is odd by excessively following the word order of Sanskrit when compared 
to the previous translation: ASBh by Ye shes sde. However, this also shows the peculiarity of the revision by Nyi ma, 
namely, literally following the Sanskrit in the translation of sentences.  
 (A) astitve (B) ’bhisaṃpratyayākārā (C) śraddhā (ASBh, 5.10) 
 (C) dad pa ni (A) yod pa nyid la (B) mngon par yid ches pa’i rnam pa dang/ (ASBh, D5a5) 
 (A) yod pa nyid la (B) mngon par yid la byed pa’i (C) dad pa dang/ (ASVy, D125b1) 
10. (3) must be referring to the translation of sentences. This (4), on the other hand, must be referring to the translation of 
words. See section 4 of this article with regard to characteristics of revision by Nyi ma. 
11. Uddeśa is an indication of a topic, while nirdeśa is a detailed explanation of the topic (See Horiuchi, 2016, 6). 
Therefore, they should be related. However, Nyi ma states that they are not correspondingly translated. A comparison 
of AS/ASBh and ASVy is needed to determine what Nyi ma actually means here. 
12. Although I was wise by birth. 
13. He also translated grammatical works such as Candravyākaraṇasūtra (P no. 5767) with Jetakarṇa (see Vergiani, 2017) 
14. It is possible to take gsal and grags pa as qualifying rgyal mtshan. If so, it can be translated as: “the best banner of 
victory that is well known and shines like the sun [in this world].” However, it is obvious that there is a pun (śleṣa) of 
his name Nyi ma rgyal mtshan dpal bzang po. Therefore, it is natural that the punctuation is found in each of the 
elements: nyi ma, rgyal mtshan, dpal, bzang po. 
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15. This must mean something such as “with all my attention” or “all my might.” 
16. This yadrūpeṇa is tough. I follow the understanding of ASG(1). 
17. Cf. Hundred Dharmas, 34. 
18. Incidentally, although BHSD adopts saṃjñānanā- and rejects saṃjānanā, the latter seems to be recorded in several 
texts; refer to ASG(1), fn. 51. 
19. Incidentally, Nyi ma seems to prefer the word len pa. The word ālayavijñāna is translated as kun gzhi rnam par shes pa 
in AS and in ASBh (D9b5, P1b7-8), similar to other texts. However, we find kun tu len pa’i rnam par shes pa in ASVy 
(see Hundred Dharmas, 19–20.)  
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